Your expert in technical e-commerce

door2solution.com

Sell the right parts!
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Web Shop, Service Portal or Spare Parts Catalog
Our solution does more
Our solution can be extended from a spare parts catalog to a
complete e-commerce platform or to a service portal for service
engineers, subsidiaries, partners, distributors and customers.
Based on a central database, which can be constructed using
source-systems (ERP, PLM,CAD,…), media-neutral information
can be published multilingual online, offline, mobile and on paper. Additionally, product data (articles, accessories,…) can be
collected and documents can be integrated. The data, insofar as
they are not included in the data delivery, will be read in out of
the website or out of PDF documents from the manufacturer.

We address those who want to sell their spare
parts and accessories online.
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Our Know-how leads you to Success
Our solution is proven and acclaimed
We are presented on the market with our software for over a
decade and we continuously develop it, regarding the current
demands of our customers and forward-looking technologies.
Based on this, we developed a complete e-commerce solution in
compliance with the current EU regulations.

Get your own web shop: quickly and inexpensively, with our e-commerce solution.
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The Heart of our Solution
Our solution is standardized and yet expandable...
Our software allows the simple creation and
maintenance of a hierarchical structured spare
parts catalog and includes all necessary standard
functionalities you know from a web shop.
The user is offered a navigation with very clear and interactive
presentations of all product groups as well as product subgroups
with an integrated variant matrix.
Simultaneously, the high-definition and zoomable product pictures are connected with the matching data of the adjoining bill
of material, applying a hot-spot-editor. Thereby it is possible to
order directly through the pictorial presentation with parts lists,
articles and PDF catalogs.
Additionally, accessories and merchandise products can be offered. For displaying for example value units or length units, these
articles can be created and administered with the particular dimensions.

...and offers the following highlights:
Integrated web shop/e-Commerce
Articles and accessories
Interactive spare parts catalog
Prices and availability
User groups and login
Import Wizzard
Editorial system
Deep-zoom-Engine
Size administration
Entry with QR-code or NFC-tag
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E-Commerce
Our solution is a complete e-commerce platform
The software solution includes a complete e-commerce form. For
this reason, an integration in other shop systems is not required
and we can build the whole platform out of one single system.
You can use various payment modules in your web shop and you
can also choose between the conventional delivery methods.

We support the commonly used payment and
delivery options.
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Registration- and Login-System
Our solution delivers comprehensive user management
To fulfill the needs of the different customer groups, b2b and
b2c appropriately, we provide miscellaneous registration and
login options. You can put your contract partners, distributors,
independent repair shops, etc. into the system and determine
their access. Alternatively, they can register themselves independently and gain access after your approval.
End customers can register themselves and carry out an order
independently. On request, there is also an anonymous order
option, where the customer appears as a guest.

21.3.2016

Order 00000216

Order

yoursparepartscatalogserver.com
S parepartsDistributor Corporation
Muhrenstrasse 123/2
80686 Munich
Germany
Email: shop@sparepartsdistributor.com
Order number: 000123995
Date:
04.10.2015 16:51:03
Payment:
Prepayment
S hipping Address:

Billing Address:

M s. Susanne M ustermann
M axKahrer Gasse 5
3400 Klosterneuburg
Austria

M r. M ax M ustermann
Eisenstädter Strasse 1
7423 Pinkafeld
Austria

Articles and S pare parts:

We provide optimally adapted registrations for
b2b as well as b2c customers.

Pos Article number

Name

Reference

Price/Item

Quantity

Price

1 002.923231936

Sleeve, Axis, FO, L=12

M1

10.42 €

2.0

20.84 €

2 002.418881333

Rear axle

M1

18.45 €

1.0

18.45 €

3 002.920151433

nut, 12 M M

M1

4.87 €

2.0

4 002.410227639

Tube 70/10019

M1

40.29 €

1.0

40.29 €

5 002.410021324

Tyres 70/10019 42M

M1

138.34 €

1.0

138.34 €

6 001.UPS/AT

Shipment Austria

L

10.90 €

1.0

Total:
incl. 19% VAT

9.74 €

10.90 €
238.56 €
38.09 €

Explanation:
M1=KAWASAKI KX85A1 2001
L=Shipping Costs
Payment: We request you to transfer the total amount on our account at Deutsche Kommerzbank, to SparepartsDistributor Corp.
IBAN = DE000000000000000000000 BIC = XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Please list the order number above as reference!
The team of yoursparepartscatalogserver.com thanks you for your order.
Print date: 31.03.2016 00:00:00

file:///mnt/share/ORDER_ENGLISH.html

1/1
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Various Import Options
Our solution is integrable and can be browsed through online
The catalog production takes place automatically
out of source-systems or out of converted PDF
catalogs.
This may include an ERP-system, a dealer management system
or ASCII lists, where original data can be obtained. Alternatively,
there is a special option for data preparation out of PDF spare
parts catalogs. Here, all necessary data will be extracted, loaded
directly in an e-commerce engine and will then be converted into
an interactive form for the presentation in the web shop. Also
PDF product catalogs can be uploaded and converted into an interactive catalog to browse through within the web shop. These
import options prove themselves because of their fast and simple implementation.
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Innovative, additional Features
Our solution is innovative and single source
As a cross-selling feature this software offers a link between
spare parts catalog and web shop whereby articles that match
the accessory can be listed with a link. This simplifies the search
for matching spare parts and accessories. Also multilingualism
and Unicode present no problem. Using an integrated deepzoom feature, detailed pictures can be zoomed continuously
by click. Additionally, websites can be linked using QR-code or
NFC-tag. There the contents are adaptable at all times and the
usage of this solution is possible in various ways, for example
in magazines, brochures or wallpapers. Neither installation nor
plug-in is required.

These features are most beneficial in a combining
spare parts catalog with a web shop and
support the optimum presentation of products
right down to the smallest detail.
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Usage is independent of Location and Time
Our solution is responsive
Besides desktop and laptop applications, our
software obviously can be operated with the
commonly used mobile devices as well as in
combination with current browsers without
the need for installation.
Using a solution for mobile documentation, the presentation in
a responsive design with smartphones and tablets is possible in
a simple and quick way. Here too, pictures can be zoomed
separately from texts without losing an overview of the page.
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Extensive Monitoring Possibilities
Our solution is search engine optimized
For maintaining an overview over the development of the web
shop at all times, we recommend using the monitoring tool Google Analytics. With this, you can easily view statistics and reports,
which show the behavior of your customers on your website.
You can, for example, monitor the number of users on the page,
the exit rate of visitors and many other factors. Also, the impacts
of adwords posts can be measured and tracked too.

All content is presented optimized to the search
engine and we are strongly committed to acquiring
a positive conversion rate on our customers
website.
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As experts in technical e-commerce, we resort to an extensive
solution portfolio to implement the optimum solution for you:
door2parts is a software for the interactive spare parts catalog,
including variant handling.
door2shop is our technical e-commerce solution and can be combined with the spare parts catalog.
door2zoom is our software solution where images (photographs)
can be zoomed on the website.
pdf2cat serves the simple and efficient creation of a spare parts catalog with the conversion of PDF documents.
MOZOCOP is a website-builder, which creates mobile websites and
large documents, such as manuals, optimized for smart-phones and
tablets.
door2rental is our solution for an optimal presentation of articles and
for providing the possibility of reservation/ rental on the internet.

We look forward to hearing from you!
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door2solution software gmbh
Döblinger Hauptstr. 7/73
1190 Vienna
Austria
T: +43 1 99 711 3300
sales@door2solution.com
www.door2solution.com

